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george friedman doubleday new york london toronto sydney auckland, 21st century in fiction wikipedia - many science
fiction works have been set in the 21st century years 2001 to 2100 with humanity now in the 21st century many of the
predictions of these works have so far been proven obsolete, 2060 2069 future timeline timeline technology - 2060 2100
global political and economic systems are in a period of immense transition as the final decades of the 21st century unfold
humanity faces a crisis unparalleled in its history, human race will be extinct within 100 years due to - as the scientist
who helped eradicate smallpox he certainly know a thing or two about extinction and now professor frank fenner emeritus
professor of microbiology at the australian national university has predicted that the human race will be extinct within the
next 100 years, 20 predictions for the next 25 years society the guardian - from the web to wildlife the economy to
nanotechnology politics to sport the observer s team of experts prophesy how the world will change for good or bad in the
next quarter of a century, a potential decline in life expectancy in the united - the trend in the life expectancy of humans
during the past thousand years has been characterized by a slow steady increase 1 2 a pattern frequently punctuated by a
volatility in death rates caused by epidemics and pandemic infectious diseases famines and war 3 4 this volatility was
dramatically curtailed in the mid 19th century as, 2100 2149 future timeline timeline singularity - references 1 an analysis
of the history of technology shows that technological change is exponential contrary to the common sense intuitive linear
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and money investments and much more on abc news, tory mp conor burns fraud is 21st century volume crime - the
growing problem of money mules has been highlighted in a new report as youngsters continue to be suckered into the illegal
activity there was a 27 per cent rise in 14 to 24 year olds becoming what has been dubbed money mules last year as gangs
target secondary school and university students with the lure of easy cash, doctor doom warns world war iii will occur in
the next - well known economist trend forecaster and gloom boom and doom report publisher dr marc faber joined some of
the world s leading investment minds at the barron s 2012 roundtable to discuss what s in store for 2012 and beyond with
respect to the economy inflation political stability and a host of other issues, over the next year germany will hit a scary
demographic - in europe the economy is humming along at its fastest pace in 10 years according to the european central
bank the most recent forecast for the eurozone pegs growth at 2 3 for the year ahead a significant upgrade from the central
bank s previous estimate of 1 8, life expectancy e f moody - older 1999 u s bureau of the census americans the 50 59 age
bracket will increase by 50 by the year 2006 and the country s fifty something population will expand to about 38 million by
that year
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